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Abstract: Surface reconstruction addresses the problem of creating a surface model
from a point set digitized from a physical object. After performing the surface fitting
on the bases of individual patches (adjacent surfaces), it is necessary to improve the
obtained results by connecting the adjacent surfaces according to the desired
smoothness. This paper presents a fast method for collecting the adjacent surfaces into
complex based on C0 continuity. The method works with the surfaces and their
segments. Firstly, an arbitrary surface is selected, and the points with closest distances
to that surface are extracted. Then, the points are sorted according to the Euclidean
distance to the surface. Finally, the surface and the sorted points are joined together
and presented to a refitting technique. This technique includes a procedure to decide if
the data is similar to the current surface and for updating the surface parameters for
each new point.
Keywords: surface reconstruction, reverse engineering, surface fitting
Categories: I, I.3, I.3.5

1 Introduction
The problem of building a 3D model from unstructured set of points measured from
the surface of a given physical object appears in many areas including computer
vision and reverse engineering [Faugeras, et al. 83], [Hoover et al. 96]. Building such
a model is a problem of growing importance since efficient 3D scanning technologies
such as laser range scanning became widely available. In order to sample 3D objects
adequately, multiple scans have to be taken. Merging the measurements of each scan
results in a large set of unstructured data points.
A number of techniques have been proposed for grouping unstructured set of
points into appropriate subsets (segments) [Bajcsy et al. 90], [Besl and Jain 97],
[Bolle and Vemuri 91], [Hebert and Ponce 82], [Hoover et al. 96], [Vanco et al.
2000], [Varady, et al. 97], [Varady et al. 98]. This process of subdividing the point set
is referred to as segmentation. The best surface of an appropriate type can be fitted to
each set of data points and this process is referred to as the fitting [Fitzgibbon et al.
97], [Bajcsy et al. 90], [Besl and Jain 97]. The simplest form of surface is the plane,
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described by a first order equation. It is a relatively easy task to fit a plane to a set of
points using least squares methods with low errors in the resultant approximation, and
indeed, planes can be fitted more reliably than other surfaces.
The use of higher order surfaces than planes is necessary if real world objects are
to be processed by a computer vision and graphics. There are many ways of
representing higher order surfaces. Some representations model surfaces by means of
surface patches. The simplest surfaces to use are planar [Faugeras et al. 83] but many
methods exist [Beach 91], [Hoffmann 89], [Rogers and Adams 90], [Farin 90] to
model non-planer surface patches. They are usually based on a parametric
representation for the surface.
One common approach used in such methods is to specify a set of control points,
which define a polygon mesh or net. The particular functions used for point
coordinates are then created using a suitable combination of these control points with
a set of basis functions. The overall shape of the surface patch can be modified by
altering the positions of the control points. Each control point can be thought of as
contributing an attractive potential that locally attracts the surface towards the point.
A variety of methods of this type have been formulated using different basis
functions [Beach 91], [Hoffmann 89], [Rogers and Adams 90], [Farin 90]. Two of
the most popular ones are the Bernstein basis (giving Bezier patches) and the B-spline
basis. However, this type of surface representation is not easy to use for computer
vision and graphics strategies. Among the problems are difficulties in uniquely
representing a surface, especially with control points. It is impossible to describe the
same surface with totally different control points. This will lead to difficulties with
any subsequent recognition or other strategies that need to match a segmented surface
with a stored one. Another way of representing surfaces is to describe them as implicit
surfaces, but it may take some more complicated form. When it is a polynomial
function, the surface generated is called an algebraic surface. Further discussion of
algebraic surfaces can be found in the book by [Hoffmann 89].
Because of the problems with parametric representations, in vision and graphics
application, two alternative representations of higher order surfaces are usually used
instead. Either: the surface is represented by a general higher order algebraic surface,
(a detailed analysis and explicit formulae for the non-linear least-squares optimization
methods can be found in [Marshall and Martin 92], [Lukacs et al. 98]), or the surface
is described as a particularly simple special case of higher order surface, representing
a commonly used primitive geometric shape, such as a plane, cone, sphere or cylinder.
To obtain good representations for object reconstruction, it is generally sufficient
to obtain approximate models, consisting of a collection of simple surfaces with
proper continuity and smoothness in a mathematical sense.
Due to the diversity of surface representations and the algorithms for
segmentation and surface fitting, the adjacent surfaces may not be continuous, e.g.
two almost adjacent parallel planes may be segmented with a gap between them, or
we may not have the desired degree of continuity.
However, region growing algorithms provide subsets of points to which well
defined surfaces are fitted, but there may be gaps (i.e. unassigned data points)
between them or they may partly overlap each other [Varady et al. 97], [Varady et al.
98]. Furthermore if one surface is segmented into more than one segment (region) due
to the local irregularities in the surface and the appropriate surface is fitted to those
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segments (regions) individually, we can get different surfaces and generally the
continuity between them cannot exist. Now, the challenge is to collect the fitted
surfaces with a desired continuity.
This paper presents a fast method for collecting the fitted surfaces to obtain the
continuous model of the given object. In this method, a small threshold is taken for
extracting the points with closest distance to a surface. The points are sorted
according to the Euclidean distance from a surface and collected with the surface in a
set. We apply the refitting technique to each set, where the surface is refitted to its
segment by adding the points point by point and repeating the fitting step.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed method.
Section 3 presents the experimental results of applying the proposed method to two
different objects.
A regular object in which we are interested is bounded by relatively large primary
surfaces. Primary surfaces include plane, sphere, cone and cylinder, where every
surface in the object is surrounded by some adjacent surfaces.
In this section, we present the proposed method for finding a suitable connection
between adjacent surfaces. The method works with surfaces and segments. We
assume that each surface is surrounded by some surfaces. The points that have smaller
distances to the surface than a given threshold are extracted. The extracted points are
collected together in an array and sorted according to the Euclidean distance between
the points and the surface. The array of extracted points is inserted with the surface
into a set, whereby the measured object will be represented by some sets instead of
surfaces. The refitting technique is applied to each set. Each surface is refitted by
adding neighboring points and the fitting step is repeated. The refitting process for a
surface continues until all the extracted points that belong to that surface and don't
change its similarity constraints are added.
The proposed method can be divided into the following three steps:
● Extracting data points.
● Joining extracted points with surfaces.
● Applying the refitting technique.
The next subsections describe these steps in detail.
2.1 Data points extraction
In this subsection, we explain how to extract the closest points to a surface S from
the adjacent surfaces. All possibilities of adjacent surfaces have been given to find the
suitable and fast way for extracting data points. We don't distinguish between a
surface and a segment and we refer to both by S . A point can be extracted from an
adjacent segment/surface, if it is close enough to the surface S . In order to find a
closest point to the surface, it is necessary to select a suitable threshold. Due to
variations in the dimension and shape features of the object and the density, noise and
distribution of the measured data, it is not easy to find a universal value for the
threshold, which is appropriate in all cases. Therefore we search for a suitable
threshold that depends on the surface location, i.e. whether the surface has a
connection with other adjacent surfaces or not. After many tests on real point data, we
found out that the suitable threshold is:
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1 t
∑ | d ( S , pi ) |
t i =1
where t is the number of points and d ( S , pi ) is the Euclidean distance between the
surface S and the points pi , i = 1,2,..., t . The threshold here has the advantage that

δ =

it varies from surface to another based on the shape part and location of the point on
the surface, i.e., δ will be very small if the surface S is very close to the points of
the segment, and in this case the fitting of the surface to the segment is optimum and
we don’t need to update the surface. But a large value of δ indicates that the points of
the segment don’t lie on the surface and the surface must be refitted again by adding
closest points from adjacent segments.

S1

Sn

S2

S

S3
S4

Figure 1: The adjacent surfaces,

S i , i = 1,2 ,.., n , which we want to connect with the
surface S .

Now, a point can be extracted if its distance is less than that threshold. This
means that a point is considered close to the surface S , if and only if the following
condition holds for this point:
| d ( S , pi ) | ≤ δ
(1)

S i , i = 1,2,.., n to a surface S as shown in
Figure 1. We start by selecting the surface and the segment of points S1 . Each point
Suppose we have n adjacent surfaces
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S1 which satisfies Eq.(1) is extracted. Then, the extracted points are
inserted in an array P1 , and the corresponding distances between these points and
the surface S are inserted in an array M 1 . Thus, the arrays P1 and M 1 can be written
in the segment

as follows:

P1 = { p k }rk1=1 ,
M 1 = {d ( S , p k )}rk1=1 ,
r1 is the number of points extracted from the segment S1 . Similarly, the
closest points can be extracted from the surfaces S 2 , S 3, ,.., S n . The steps of the

where

point extraction algorithm are given below.
Algorithm 1:
For

k = 1 to n do

Select the segment

Sk

Compute the Euclidean distance
the surface

d ( S , pi ) between each point p i in S k and

S

1 t
Compute δ = ∑ | d ( S , p i ) |
t i =1
Extract the points from the segment
Insert the points into the array

S k that satisfy | d ( S , pi ) | ≤ δ

Pk

Insert the distances into the array

Mk

End For
Stop
2.2 Joining extracted points with a surface
After extracting the closest points to a surface
inserting them in the arrays

ψ as follows:
ψ
where

=

S from each adjacent surface S i and

Pi , i = 1,2,..., n , we group these arrays into one array
U i Pi = U i { p k }rki =1 , i = 1,2,.., n

ri is the number of extracted points from the surface S i , { p k }rki =1 are these

extracted points, and n is the number of adjacent surfaces .
Also, the arrays, M i , i = 1,..., n , of the corresponding distances between the
extracted points and the surface

S are grouped together into one array μ as follows:
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μ = U i M i = U i {d ( S , p k )}rk =1 , i = 1,2,.., n .
i

Finally, the array ψ of extracted points are sorted in ascending order according to
their distances from
surface

S and inserted into an array Q . Then, the array Q and the

S are grouped into one set γ :
γ = {S , Q}

where

Q = {U i { p k }rki =1}, i = 1,2,.., n .

For example, if we have a plane
then the array ψ of this plane is:

α

that has four boundaries as shown in Figure 2,

ψ = U i Pi
= 1,2,3,4 are the four arrays that contain the points. These
points are sorted and put into the array Q . The array Q and the surface α are

where

Pi = { p k }rki =1 , i

grouped into a set

γ:

γ = {α , Q}

Note that, if we have two points

p k and p j , the point p k is inserted into Q before

p j if and only if d (α , p k ) < d (α , p j ) and vice versa. This ordering is very
important to maintain the same specification of the old plane, as we will see in the
next section. In the same manner, the above steps can be applied to other shapes,
such as spheres, cones and cylinder. The steps of the joining algorithm are given
below.
Algorithm 2:
Step1: Collect the arrays

Pi , i = 1,2,..., n into the array ψ

M i , i = 1,2,..., n into the array μ
Step 3: Sort the points in ψ into the array Q
Step 4: Join the segment of the surface S with Q and insert it into the set γ
Step 2: Collect the corresponding arrays

Step 5: Stop
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Figure 2: One set of a plane

α.

2.3 The refitting technique
Now, the object in which we are interested consists of some sets instead of the
surfaces. Every set γ is composed of a surface S surrounded by the points
n

p k , k = 1,2,.., m in Q , where m = ∑ ri is the number of points in the array Q
i =1

and n is the number of the point subsets.
set γ .

Initially, we start by choosing an arbitrary

γ = {S , Q}
The surface is refitted to a segment by adding neighboring points
p k , k = 1,2,.., m , point by point and the refitting process stops when a termination
condition is reached as we will see later.
Let the coefficients polynomial of the surface
polynomial

r
S be q and the coefficients

r
D corresponds to the surface and a point pk . Each data point is

represented by its 3 coordinates, x, y and z, and the minimized equation of the surface
with neighboring points (using the well known least squares method) becomes:

Min

t

m

i =1

k =1

G ( x, y, z ) =| ∑ S ( xi , y i , z i ) 2 + ∑ S ( x k , y k , z k ) 2 |

where m is the number of points in the array Q and t is the number of points in the
segment S .
r
Now we have the coefficients q of the first term of the above equation (when
m=0) and we look for the solution after adding neighboring points one by one (when
m>0).
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Then, the above equation can be rewritten as:
m

Min G ( x, y , z )

=| ∑ S ( x k , y k , z k ) 2 |→ 0

(2)

k =0

where k is a parameter of the data points.
If k=0 then:

i.e. the surface

r r
| D |=| q |

S

is obtained, and if k=1 then the surface

By solving equation (2), the parameter vector
criterion is:

r
D

S

p1 .

is derived. The termination

r r
|| D - q ||≥ ξ

where

is updated by

(3)

ξ is a very small parameter.

The proposed technique works by selecting a surface

S and the first point p1

and continue until covering all the collection Q . The points are added to the surface
starting with the nearest one to it. The vector of coefficients fits for every point and
stops when the condition in equation (3) holds. When the growth of one surface stops
we simply choose another set and start again. The whole process is repeated for all
sets of the measured object.
There are some points in the set that are not added to any surface. These points
are rejected. After many tests on the data (scanned data), we found that the proper
setting of the parameters ξ of this algorithm is 0.001. The steps of the refitting
algorithm, which is applied on each surface

S k of the considered object, are given

bellow.
Algorithm 3:

r
q of the surface S k
Step 2: Select a point p from the array Q

Step 1: Select a parameter vector

Step 3: Estimate the parameter

r r
Step 4: If || D - q || ≥ ξ stop

r
D

by adding the point p to the surface

Sk

Step 5: Go to step 2 to select the next point
Step 6: Reject the remaining points in original segment
Step 7: End

3 Experimental Results
This section presents the results of applying the proposed method on a regular object
to demonstrate its efficiency. The surface and point sets are fed to the proposed
algorithm. The point sets are shown in Figures 3a and 4a, and the surfaces are shown
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in Figures 3b and 4b. Before applying the algorithm, we show that the connection
between surfaces does not exist due to diversity of fitted surfaces as shown in Figures
3b and 4b, whereby an extreme problem may happen especially during the object
reconstruction, if the intersection curve between the surfaces is not available [Varady
et al. 97]. The proposed algorithm doesn’t fill the gap, if the sampling density isn’t
high enough, but it can achieve the continuity between the fitted surfaces.

Second set of points (segment)
First set of points (segment)
Figure 3a: A digitized data points on part of model object [4239 points].

Figure 3b:Two parallel planes with a gap.

Figure 3c: The result after
running the refitting algorithm
with 30 points, when ξ = 0.001.
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Figure 3d: The output result is one plane, when
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ξ = 0.001 .

3.1 Example 1
In this example we present results of the application of the proposed algorithm for
achieving the continuity. The algorithm is fed by surface information and data points,
where the data points are acquired from a planar surface (part of model object [4239
points]) by 3D laser scanner, and they subdivide into two set of points (segments) as
shown in Figure 3a. Thus, two planes are needed to fit the segments and the results
are presented in Figure 3b. Figure 3b shows two parallel planes with a gap between
them.
The first plane is fitted from 2439 points:
0.005812 X+0.14547 Y+0.9987 Z+0.00017=0
while the second is fitted from 1800 points:
0.012954 X+0.003164 Y+0.9999 Z+0.00000189=0
Then, algorithm 1 is applied on the first plane, where 30 points are extracted from
the second segment. The surface and the neighboring points (30 points) are joined
together in one cell, using algorithm 2. Then, algorithm 3 is applied, where the first
surface is updated by these points, and the result becomes:
0.00812 X+0.00943 Y+0.9997 Z+0.000043=0
Similarly, 30 points are extracted from the first segment, and the second surface
is updated by these points, where the result is:
0.00923 X+0.00864 Y+0.99987 Z+0.000005423=0
The result of the updated planes is shown in Figure 3c.
Again the two surfaces are updated by using algorithms 1 to 3, as we have seen
above, where the final result of both planes, as shown in Figure 3d, is:
0.0001 X+0.0087445 Y+0.99996 Z+0.0000026=0
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3.2 Example 2

This example shows the applicability of the proposed method on the revolution
surfaces. Figure 4a shows the data points that comes from mechanical part (point set
of revolution surface [4280 points]). The revolution surface consists of cylinder and
sphere point sets, where the cylinder segment has 1080 points and the sphere segment
has 3200 points. The appropriate cylinder and sphere are fitted to each point set
respectively, where the results are presented in figure 4b. Figure 4b shows adjacent
cylinder and sphere, where there is no intersection between the sphere and the
cylinder in the general case. However the intersection curve is not available between
them, where it is demanded for creating the faces of the reconstruction object. The
sphere center lies at the position (0.0001 , 0.000 , -0.00003) and has radius 2.000. The
equation of the cylinder is:
(X+0.002249)^2+(Y-0.00244)^2+(Z-0.000015)^2-r^2( 0.0004615 ( X +0.0002249 )+0.0002543
(Y-0.00244 )+ 0.999999 (Z-0.000015))^2 =0
where c=(-0.002249, 0.00244, 0.000015) is the arbitrary point on the axis,
N=(0.0004615, 0.0002543, -0.999999) is the unit vector along the axis and r=2.002 is
the radius of the cylinder. Algorithm 1 is applied on the surfaces and their segments,
where 150 neighboring points have been extracted from the cylinder segment. The
points and the sphere are joined together and put into a cell, using algorithm 2. The
sphere is selected and updated with 150 points using algorithm 3, where ξ =0.001 and

δ

=0.00074.

Spherical set of points (segment)

Cylindrical set of points (segment)

Figure 4a: A digitized data points on part of revolution surface (point set
“revolution” )[4280 points].
Similarly, the cylinder is updated by 200 points (which have been extracted from
the sphere segment). After applying our method, the centers of sphere and cylinder
are changed slightly to become (-0.00009, 0.0000056, 0.0000) and (0.000001,
0.00007, 0.000004), respectively, where the radius of cylinder circle is 2.0006 and
sphere is 2.003 and the result is shown in Figure 4c. Here the quality of the algorithm
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can be determined from achieving the continuity between adjacent surfaces without
changing the information of the fitting, whereby a continuos model can be obtained.

Figure 4b: The base sphere and cylinder surfaces after fitting, when

Figure 4c: The output result of the algorithm , when ξ

k = 0.

= 0.001 .

4 Conclusion
A method for collecting the fitted surfaces together into complex based on C0
continuity was presented. In the proposed method, the points with closest distance to
a surface are extracted. A surface and the points were joined together and inserted into
a refitting technique, where the proposed technique includes a procedure to decide if a
data is similar to the current surface and for updating the surface parameters for a
given new point.
The continuity was tested between each two surfaces before and after applying
the method using the procedure that was presented in [Zanaty 2002]. We noted that
this method is faithful for obtaining a C0 continuity. Our method has the particular
advantage of being robust for finding the smoothness between adjacent surfaces even
when the intersection between them is not available.
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